We s h o w that it is decidable whether a third-order matching problem in the polymorphic lambda calculus has a solution. The proof is constructive in the sense that an algorithm can be extracted from it that, given such a problem, returns a substitution if it has a solution and fail otherwise.
Introduction
This paper is a contribution to the theory of (pattern) matching in higher order type theory. The starting point is the fact that third-order matching is decidable in the simply typed lambda calculus with constant types (see 5] ). The question we would like to answer is: what happens if we extend this calculus with the type features that are characteristic for the Calculus of Constructions 2]: dependent types, type constructors and polymorphism.
In 3], Dowek showed that in lambdacalculi with dependent types third-order matching is undecidable. In contrast, we showed in 15] that the presence of type constructors is not su cient to make third-order matching undecidable. In this paper we show that in the polymorphic lambda calculus third-order matching is decidable.
Of course the last two results leave many questions unanswered. They leave open the relation between matching of nite order n 4 in the simply typed lambda calculus (decidable by 13], 14]) and matching of order n 4 in the extended systems. This is an option for future research. (In calculi with both type constructors and polymorphism, fourth-order matching is undecidable see 3] . Matching of in nite order is undecidable in the polymorphic lambda calculus see 7] .)
The proofs in 15] and in this paper both consist of a reduction to third-order matching in the simply typed lambda calculus. It is interesting to see what the di culties are in the two proofs of decidability. In the rst system the problem is that, because of the presence of type constructors, the type structure is rich enough to encode second-order uni cation for simply typed terms (undecidable by 12]) as third-order uni cation for types. Naive algorithms quickly run into the situation where such uni cation problems have t o b e s o l v ed. So the task is to devise an algorithm that avoids them. In the second system the types can be considered existential context.
The intuition behind the quanti cation of variables is that universal variables are considered to be constant, in the sense that solutions to matching problems are not allowed to substitute terms for them substitutions are only allowed to substitute terms for existential variables.
If ; hQ 1 x 1 : A 1 : : : Q n x n : A n i, then F V (;) := fx 1 : : : x n g S 1 i n F V (A i ), dom(;) = fx 1 : : : x n g and ; Q x : B denotes hQ 1 x 1 : A 1 : : : Q n x n : A n Q x : Bi. (In general, we denote the concatenation of ; and by ; .) Furthermore, for 1 i n, ; x i denotes hQ 1 x 1 : A 1 : : : Q i;1 x i;1 : A i;1 i and Ex(;) denotes h9x 1 : A 1 : : : 9x n : A n i. If the declaration Qx : C occurs in ;, then ;(x) denotes C. Let X dom (;) . Then ; n X denotes the context which is the result of removing declarations Qx : A, for x 2 X, from ;. ; t denotes ; ( n dom (;) ), the concatenation of ; and without duplicates. We write ; if each Qx:A in ; also occurs in we call such a n extension of ;.
A judgement is of the form ;`A : B, where ; is a quanti ed pseudo-context and A and B are pseudo-terms. When we w ant to indicate that a judgement is derived in a system , w e write ;` A : B. If De nition 2.3 (The systems). The systems and 2 are de ned using the rules in Table 1 and the speci cation (S A R). Here S is a collection of sorts, A is a set of axioms of the form c : s with c 2 C and s 2 S and R is a set of rules of the form (s 1 s 2 ) with s 1 s 2 2 S . In Table 1 , s ranges over S. The system can beobtained by taking S = f g, A = fO : g and R = f( )g. The system 2 can beobtained by taking S = f 2g, A = f : 2g and R = f( ) (2 )g. In this paper we l e t range over and 2 and (except in A : B. By Con uence and Strong Normalization, each legal term A has a unique -normal form. We denote it by n f ( A). A t e r m A is called normal when nf(A) A. By Unicity o f T ypes we know that if a term A has a type in a context ; then this type is unique. We denote it by (; A). Next, we give some more basic facts concerning the terms in our systems. The proofs of these facts are standard and omitted.
Lemma 2.5. It follows from Lemma 2.5 that this is well-de ned. Note that in the -and the -case, a fresh variable is added to the context. So Tree(; A) is de ned up to the choice of such fresh variables. Note that for all labels ( C) i n Tree(; A) w e h a ve indeed that, for some term D, ` C : D. Also note that the tree structure is not really necessary but is quite natural.
Let ( C) be a label in Tree(; A). Then C is called a subterm of A when we consider such a subterm, is called its current context. (Note that C is also a subterm of A in the traditional sense). When we s p e a k o f t h e type of C then we m e a n ( C). If In several proofs we will underline some occurrences of terms in A. To each s u c h underlined term naturally corresponds a right projection of a label of a node in Tree(; A). Par abus de langage we will call a term that can beunderlined in A a type if it corresponds in this sense to a type in Tree(; A) (similarly for`polymorphic argument'). (c) For all existential variables x in ; that are bound by we h a ve that (; x ) ` M : (;(x)), where hx Mi is the unique triple in that binds x. In other words, we start with ; x` x : ; ( x) and end up with (; x )` (x) : (;(x)). We assume that the substitution terms of well-typed substitutions are in LNF.
6. Let and be substitutions. We de ne = fhx ( ) (t)i j h x ti 2 g f h x ti 2 j x not bound by g: Let ; be legal and bewell-typed in ;. Then by inspection of the de nition of substitutions and well-typedness one easily veri es that for all triples hx ti in and all y in dom( ), we h a ve: y 6 2 F V (t). Given that contexts are assumed to be in the form described in Lemma 2.5 (9) and given Lemma 2.5 (3), it is no restriction to assume that a declaration of the form Qx : only occurs in a substitution context in 2 and that the substitution contexts in 2 only contain such declarations. From now o n w e assume that substitutions satisfy this restriction. It is easy to check that the application of such substitutions to contexts of the form described in Lemma 2.5 (9) yields contexts of the same form. A consequence of (and motivation for) this convention is that 2 is well-typed in ; (and well-typed in 2 (;) In the next section we give an example of a third-order matching problem in 2 and its solution. We end this section by stating some properties of matching problems and substitutions.
Lemma 3.5.
1. Suppose ;` A : B and let bewell-typed in ;. Then (;)` (A) : (B). 2. Suppose ;` A : s and let bewell-typed in ;. Then ord (;) ( (A)) ord ; (A).
3. Let ; be legal, well-typed in ; and well-typed in (;) . Then is well-typed in ; and ( )(;) = ( (;)).
Proof. See 4] . Lemma 3.6. Let P = h; A Bi beamatching problem for types in 2 and a solution for P. Then sol(P ) = fhx hi Mi j h x Mi 2 ^x 2 F V (A)g is a solution for P and for all solutions for P we h a ve: every x boundby sol(P ) is bound by and the substitution term for x in equals the substitution term for x in sol(P ). Note that sol(P ) is well-de ned.
Proof. By induction on the length of A, using Lemma 2.5.
The following technical result is used in Subsection 6.4. Lemma 3.7. Let Proof. By Thinning and Strengthening and the fact that types are not a ected bysubstitutions.
Outline
The aim of this paper is to establish the decidability of third-order matching in 2. Roughly speaking, the proof is a reduction to third-order matching in , which is decidable by 5] (but see the remark after Theorem 9.6). An important part of the reduction is a translation that maps third-order matching problems of a certain format in 2 (and their solutions) to third-order matching problems in (and their solutions) in such a way that the original problem has a solution i the translated problem has a solution. The translation is given in Section 8. In order to explain the translation, we sketch two problems that we encountered while constructing it.
The rst problem can be described as follows. This solves the problem that concerns the \static" aspect of polymorphism, i.e. the aspect related to the fact that types of terms may depend on polymorphic arguments in that term. Now we turn to the second problem, which concerns the \dynamic" aspect of polymorphism, i.e. the fact that, by -reduction, types may be moved around. Consider the third-order matching problem P = h; A Bi, where ; h8C : 8D : 8x :
: A m a t c hing problem P = h; A Bi is called restricted when (among other things) for every existential object variable f in A all polymorphic arguments of all occurrences of f are atomic types. The e ect of this is that when we substitute a term for f, the polymorphic arguments of an occurrence of the substituted term are all atomic. Moreover we show that for every third-order matching problem in 2 one can e ectively nd a restricted third-order matching problem such that the restricted problem has a solution i the original problem has a solution. This su ces to establish decidability of third-order matching in 2.
Although all this works out ne, we should say that the present proof only works for matching problems of order 3. We will in the proof indicate the places where things go wrong if the restriction to order 3 is relaxed.
Proof De nition 5.3. Suppose ;` 2 A : B. We s a y that A is atomic-polymorphic-redexed (APR, for short) if for all subterms in A of the form ( x:C 1 :C 2 )D 1 : : : D n with n 1 the following holds for every 1 i n: if D i is a type then D i is a universal variable (in the current context). One easily checks that both the property of being APR and the property that every -redex is an n-redex (for nite n) hold for -normal terms but are not preserved under -reduction. Fortunately, the conjunction of the property of being APR and the property that every -redex is a 3-redex is preserved under -reduction.
De nition 5.4. Suppose ;` 2 A : B. We say that A is simple if A is APR and every -redex in A is a 3-redex. Simple terms have the important property that the translation of Section 8 preservesreduction on simple terms. To prove this it is essential to prove that simplicity is closed under -reduction.
Note that the conjunction of the property of being APR and the property t h a t e v ery -redex is a 4-redex is not preserved under -reduction. Consider A ( x: ! B: x ( : : )) : :y where B is a universal variable of type and y is a variable of type !B. Then A is APR and its only -redex is a 4-redex. But A -reduces in one step to ( : :y )( : : ) w h i c h is not APR. This is the rst place where the restriction to third-order matching is essential. We p r o ve that simplicity is preserved by -reduction. As usual, we rst prove a substitution lemma. Now we describe the situation in which simple terms appear in our analysis of matching problems and solutions.
De nition 5.7. Suppose ;` 2 A : B, with A in LNF. Let X = fx 1 : : : x n g F V (A) be a set of object variables in ;. Then A is called simpli ed w.r.t. X if for all x 2 X, for all occurrences xt 1 : : : t m of x in A and for all 1 i m we h a ve that if t i is a type then it is a universal variable (in the current context). We call a matching problem h; A Bi simpli ed when A is simpli ed w.r.t. the set of free object variables in A that are existential in ;.
Lemma 5.8. Let ;` 2 A : B, with A in LNF. Suppose A is simpli ed w.r.t. X = fx 1 : : : x n g. Suppose that for all x 2 X, ord ; (;(x)) 3. Let fS 1 : : : S n g be a set of terms in LNF such that, for all 1 i n, ; x i` 2 S i : ;(x) : and, for all 1 j n, x j 6 2 F V (S i ). Then A x :=S] is simple. Proof. From the fact that the variables in X are object variables and do not occur in any o f the terms S i , it easily follows that ; n X` 2 A x :=S] : B. Simplicity follows immediately from the de nition of simpli ed.
The following specialization of simplicity will also be useful. Proof. By induction on the generation of , using Lemma 5.10. Details are similar to the details in the proof of Lemma 5.6, except for the details concerning -reduction steps. These do not cause any trouble. The only interesting case for -reduction is where A ( x:A 1 :A 2 x)A 3 , x 6 2 F V (A 2 ), A 0 A 2 A 3 and A 2 is an abstraction term. One easily checks that A 2 A 3 is hypersimple. The order of the type of A 2 is the order of the type of x:A 1 :A 2 x, hence this order is less than or equal to 3. By assumption, A 3 is not a type.
The following de nition concerns the arguments of existential object variables in matching problems.
De nition 5.12. Suppose ;` 2 A 1 ! ! A n !A : , with n 0 and A atomic. Suppose that ord ; (A 1 ! ! A n !A) is nite. Note that A 6 . We call A 1 ! ! A n !A structured when there exists 1 i n such that A 1 , : : : , A i are all equal to and none of A i+1 , : : : , A n are equal to . It is easy to see that for each t ype B as above there exists a permutation B of f1 : : : n g such that A B (1) ! : : : !A B (n) !A is structured. We denote this type by (B). We call a matching problem h; A Bi of nite order in 2 structured when all the types of the existential object variables that occur in A are structured. We need one more notion to de ne the concept \restricted".
De nition 5.13. Let P = h; A Bi bea matching problem in 2. We call P type-closed when either P is a matching problem for types, or the type of every variable in ; is closed in ; and every type T in A is closed in its current c o n text. We call P restricted when P is structured, type-closed and simpli ed. Notice that every third-order matching problem for types is restricted. So there exists a trivial reduction of third-matching for types to restricted third-order matching for types. The di cult part is to reduce third-order matching for objects to restricted third-order matching for objects. This will be the subject of the next section. 6 Reduction to restricted third-order matching In Section 8 and Section 9, we will establish that it is decidable whether a restricted thirdorder matching problem P = h; A Bi in 2 has a solution or not. This settles the case of matching problems for types. In this section we will reduce third-order matching for objects to restricted third-order matching for objects.
In Subsection 6.1, we p r o ve (Lemma 6.1) that we m a y w.l.o.g. assume that P is structured. In Subsection 6.2, we will prove (Lemma 6.6) that it is no restriction to assume that the types of the free variables in P are closed. This is used in Subsection 6.3, where we prove (Lemma 6.9) that it is no restriction to assume that P is type-closed. So a solution may be assumed to be -substitution that will leave the polymorphic arguments in A una ected This allows us to replace w.l.o.g. certain polymorphic arguments in A by fresh universal type variables, obtaining a simpli ed matching problem. 6 .1 Reduction to the structured case Lemma 6.1. Suppose P = h; A Bi is a matching problem of nite order in 2. From P we can (e ectively) construct structured matching problem P 0 (of nite order in 2) s u c h that P has a solution i P 0 has a solution.
Proof. Let X be the set of existential object variables in ; that are free in A. Let The motivation for structuring third-order matching problems P = h; A Bi for objects in 2 i s t h a t i f is a solution for P then all -redexes in (A) are as described in Lemma 6.2 and there exists a very surveyable -reduction path from (A) to B. We can contract all polymorphic -redexes rst, after which all terms in the reduction sequence will be hypersimple and behave like -terms. The existence of such a nice reduction path will make it easier to analyse what happens to the subterms of A after application of to A. This analysis is given in the Commutation Lemma below. This lemma allows us to prove that it is no restriction to assume that matching problems are restricted. Proof. Use Lemma 6.2. Because we c o n tract polymorphic -redexes from the inside to the outside, we h a ve t h a t e v ery contracted redex is of the form as described in that lemma. 1. We can underline C i in A and follow the underlined term in the reduction sequence described above t o A 0
. At e a c h ( -o r -) reduction step from E to F in this reduction sequence, either F contains no underlined terms or the right projections in Tree(; E) that correspond to underlined terms in E and the right projections in Tree(; F) that correspond to underlined terms in F are syntactically equal (for a suitable choice of variables added in the construction of Tree(; E) and Tree(; F)). 
Removing variables with open types
In
De nition 6.5. Let P = h; A Bi bea matching problem of nite order n in 2. Let With a little extra e ort we m a y also remove existential variables with open types (declared in substitution contexts) from substitution terms. Thus we m a y assume that variables with open types occur neither in matching problems nor in solutions.
Reduction to the case with closed types
In this subsection we will show that we can without loss of generality assume that structured third-order matching problems for objects are type-closed. We need the following lemma.
Lemma 6.7. Suppose P = h; A Bi is a matching problem of nite order in 2, a solution for P. Suppose Let P = h; A Bi bea structured third-order matching problem for objects in 2. In the following de nition, the set (P ) is a formalization of: \for every set S 1 of existential type variables in A and every set S 2 of free types in B, try to match S 1 with S 2 ".
De nition 6.8. Let P = h; A Bi be a third-order matching problem for objects in 2. Let X = fx 1 : : : x n g be the set of existential type variables that are free in A. Let Finally, p u t ( P) = n (P ). Note that each element S of the nite set (P ) is a nite set of ;-compatible matching problems for types. By Lemma 3.6 we h a ve that if S has a solution then sol(S) exists. Note that all substitution terms in sol(S) are closed.
Next we d e n e (P ) = f
+ (P ) j there exists S 2 (P ) s u c h t h a t = sol(S)g
where + = f h x hi : : i j x existential type variable in (A)g. Note that each element of the nite set (P ) is a structured, type-closed matching problem for objects.
Next we prove that nding solutions for P is equivalent to nding -solutions for some matching problem in (P ). Lemma 6.9. Let P = h; A Bi be a structured third-order matching problem for objects in 2. Then P has a solution , there exists a problem Q 2 (P ) such t h a t Q has a -solution.
Proof. \)" Let bea solution for P. Let B 0 be nf(B). Let X be the set of existential type variables in A. We put S = fh; x 2 (x)i j x 2 X \ F V (nf( (A)))g. By Substitutivity we have that for all x 2 F V (nf( (A))), 2 (x) is a free type of B 0 (hence closed in ;). So S 2 (P ) and 2 is a solution for S. Let besol(S). Put Q = + (P ), where + is de ned as before. Then Q 2 (P ). By Lemma 6.7, we can change to a -substitution is a -solution for Q. \(" Let bea solution for some S 2 (P ) and let bea -solution for + (P ). Then + is a solution for P.
Reduction to the case of atomic type arguments
In this subsection we will show t h a t w e can without loss of generality assume that third-order matching problems for objects are restricted. by the same variable. Note that (B) is a nite set. Also note that when we replace, in two terms of the same type, syntactically equal types by the same variable (not occurring in the original term) and the resulting terms are syntactically equal then the original terms are syntactically equal.
De ne (P ) = fh; Lemma 6.11. Let P = h; A Bi be a structured, type-closed third-order matching problem for objects in 2. Then P has a solution , some Q 2 (P ) has a solution.
Proof. Let The proof of Lemma 6.11 essentially uses the Commutation Lemma. This lemma can only be applied if P is a third-order matching problem. We do not know if (a suitable variant o f ) Lemma 6.11 can be generalized to higher ( nite) orders.
Corollary 6.12. Third-order matching for objects in 2 reduces to restricted third-order matching for objects in 2.
Proof. In Lemma 6.1, Lemma 6.6, Lemma 6.9 and Lemma 6.11 we have given an e ective reduction.
A simple result on -long -normal forms
In this section we prove the following useful result (see Corollary 7.10). Consider a simpli ed third-order matching problem P = h; A Bi for objects in 2 and let bea -solution for P. Then is well-typed in ; and (A) = B. By Church-Rosser, the second property is equivalent to (A) nf(B). But in fact we have that (A) B. So to check that a -substitution is a solution for a simpli ed third-order matching problem for objects in 2, we neither have to do full -conversion nor do we have to -reduce B to nf(B) (which would mean losing the property that the term to which (A) reduces is in LNF).
To prove this result we introduce the notion of pre--long -normal form (PLNF). This weakened notion of -long -normal form is such that (A) will be in PLNF and the property of being in PLNF will be preserved under -reduction. In fact, the -long -normal form of a term A is the -normal form of the pre--long -normal form of A. By inspection of the proof one can verify that in the result holds for matching problems of arbitrary order. 1 The property does not hold in 2 in general: see The notion PLNF seems to be the same as Gardner's notion \fully applied" in the context of ELF (see 9], p. 91). She has also given a proof of a result similar to Lemma 7.8. Proof. By Lemma 7.9.
We end this section with an example that shows that in Lemma 7.9 we cannot omit the condition that A is simpli ed. Note that the same example is discussed in Section 4. 8 Encoding restricted third-order matching problems When a restricted third-order matching problem P = h; A Bi for objects has a solution we may assume that is a -solution and hence that (A) and all -reducts of (A) are simple. This will allow us to encode restricted third-order matching problems in 2 (and their solutions) as third-order matching problems in (and their solutions).
To this end, we de ne a translation ; ] ] ; from terms in 2 to terms in . We will show that it preserves judgements on nite-redexed terms, -reduction on simple terms, the property of being a matching problem of nite order, the property o f being a solution for a matching problem for types and the property of being a -solution for a simpli ed third-order matching problem for objects.
We assume the existence of a function P that assigns to each -type A a variable p A of type A. We will assume that all these variables are mutually distinct. Moreover we will assume that when we translate terms in 2 to terms in the new variables p D are distinct from all variables that occur in the 2-terms. We begin with a translation of types in 2 t o types in . ; then the size of B is bounded by F(m). This will be used in the proof of Theorem 9.6. Our next aim is to prove that ; ] ] ; preserves judgements on nite-redexed terms. We n e e d some auxiliary results. Now t h a t w e h a ve proved that the translation maps matching problems of nite order n in 2 t o m a t c hing problems of order n in , w e proceed to show that the translation preserves -solutions to simpli ed third-order matching problems. Among other things we h a ve t o s h o w that the translation preserves -reduction for simple terms. Since simple terms may contain two kinds of redexes we n e e d t wo substitution lemmas. Consider a third-order matching problem P in 2. Then P ] ] is a third-order matching problem in . Dowek showed that third-order matching is decidable in . The crucial lemma is the following. Theorem 9.4 (Dowek 5] ). Let P be a third-order matching problem in . There exists an n 2 N, that can be e ectively computed from P only, such t h a t t h e following holds. From a solution for P one can construct a solution ? for P such that the size of each substitution term in ? is less than n. So if P has a solution then it has a solution such that the size of its substitution terms is less than n. We denote this n by bound(P ). Decidability of third-order matching in follows from this result plus the following observations. First, in a given context there are only nitely many terms of a given type and a given size. Secondly, because the context is assumed to contain a universal variable e of type O, there exists, for every -type, a (closed) term of that type and hence there is no need for auxiliary variables declared in substitution contexts. So the context in which the substitution terms are typed is not arbitrarily extended.
For our purpose we have to adapt the transformation of into ? a little bit. We explain why. The transition from an arbitrary solution for a matching problem in to ? uses the variable e mentioned above. It proceeds by replacing certain \super uous" subterms of substitution terms in by terms either of the form x 1 :S 1 : : : x n :S n :e, or of the form x 1 :S 1 : : : x n :S n :x j (for some 1 j n depending on the subterm in question). Now let P = h; A Bi be a third-order matching problem in 2 and a solution for P. We mimick this transformation, applied to substitution terms of ] ] P , in the substitution terms of see Lemma 9.5, below. For commutation we would need two variables e 1 and e 2 of type O in the setting of . So we adapt the transformation as follows: for every occurrence of a subterm (of a translated substitution term) that is replaced by a term x 1 :S 1 : : : x n :S n :f (f 6 2 f x 1 : : : x n g) we use a n e w v ariable f. It is not di cult to see that for each substitution term we n e e d a t m o s t bound( P ] ]) new variables. So for the substitution as a whole the numberof new variables need not exceed the numberof existential variables in A times bound( P ] ]). Hence we can beforehand x a set of variables from which the substitution terms may bebuilt up. It is convenient, but not necessary, to add the new variables to the corresponding substitution context whenever necessary, instead of assuming these variables to bepresent in the context beforehand. In any case, by taking new variables only from this xed set we still have the property (for ) that there are nitely many substitutions of a given size. Lemma 9.5. Let Proof. By induction on the structure of A.
Let us return to the discussion preceding this lemma. Let hx x 1 :S 1 : : : x n :S n :yt 1 : : : t m i be a triple in . For some term C we h a ve t h a t (; x ) 8x 1 : S 1 : : : 8x n : S n` yt 1 : : : t m : C. Furthermore 
